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ABSTRACT ACQU"';;:""'1"r·.-' ~" ~~~ \ ~t;,. .• ,t .. 

Measures of structural and dynamic properties of gangs are developed: 
size, differentiation, primary pattern strength, competing pattem strength, 
and territorial dispersion; and cohesiveness, uniformity of attitude. and felt 
eficetiveness. Except for size and dispersion, all measures arc derh'ed from 
applications of cluster ancI factor analysis. Evidence of construct validity is 
provided. The measurements are then related to mean scores 011 five factors 
of behavior for sixteen gangs. It is found that less differentiated gangs 
engage in morc property offenses; gangs with stronger primary patt~rn 
engage in more coP.flict and stable sex behaviors; ganr;s with greater coheSIOn 
engage in less property offenses and conflict behaviors. Discussion centers 
upon a distinction between behavioral and attitudinal cohesiveness. 

In an carlier paper (Cartwright and Howard, 196G) it was 
shown that the ecological characteristics of the neighborhoods con
taining sixteen Chicago gangs had important associations with 
the reported delinquent behaviors of those gangs. Neighborhoods 
higher in Socio-economic Status ,,,ere likely to have gangs which 
engaged in more property offenses and other serions delinquen
cies. Neighborhoods higher in a factor of Suburban Characteris
tics proved to have gangs showing greater amounts of those be
haviors associated with corner-boy activities of hanging, gam
bling, and so on. Thus the fOCllS was placed upon t1le massive 
features of the environment--population, housing, economy, fam
ily life-in relation to highly particularized behaviors of small 
groups of boys-ranging between 8 and {is members. The present 
paper focusses upon characteristics of the groups as groups, their 
structure and dynamics, and relates these characteristics al~o to 
behaviors. All of the gang~ studied here are the same as those 

1. This work has most recently been supported by n grnnt from the 
Nationnl Institute of ~lcntal Health, I)epartrnent of He~lith, li;ducntion, and 
Welfal'c, Grant Number nOl-MlI-l·W!l!I, nude lo the first author; by the Insti
tute for .Tuvenile nel'earcn, Department of 1\-1ellt:ll Hcal,J;h, State of 1l1inois; 
and by Geneml ne~eal'l'h Support Gl'~\1lt FR-05(j(iti-l! from the General Resc:\1'ch 
Support Branch, Division of Hcsc3rch Fucilities ~Ind RcsOUI'('es, National In-
stitutes of lIcallh. 
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studied in the previous paper; however for the purpose of con
stl'ucting certain indices of group properties it was necessary to 
employ only those gang members' data for whom precise informa
tion was available through psyc.hological assessments. These sub
sets have been described by Short and Strodtbeck (1965). 

The group properties to be studied fall into two classes. At a 
particular point in time the gang has a certain number of mem
bers, a certain structure of power and friendship cliques, a set of 
roles or behavioral emphases representing divisions of labor within 
the gang; such characteristics are structural in nature. A second 
kind of characteristic includes the cohesiveness of the gang, the 
uniformity of opinion displayed by its members, and the effective
ness with which they feel it functions; these are dynamic char
acteristics. It will be convenient to discuss each kind of variable 
and the measurement processes employed separately. This will 
constitute the bulk of the present report. Then the resulting meas-
ures will be related to behaviors. . 

Morphological Variables 

Size. Thrasher (1963, p. 221) saw the variable of size of the 
gang as crucial in determining and in being determined by both 
the structural forms and the quality of interaction among mem
bers and the effectiveness of their enterprises: 

ccThe necessities of maintaining face-to-face relationships set 
definite limits to the magnitude to 'which the gang can grow. 

, The size of Itsckie's group was determined by the number of boys 
readily able to meet together on the street or within the limited 
space of their hang-out. The gang' does not usually grow to such 
proportions as to he unwieldy in collective enterprises or to make 
intimate contacts and controls difficult. Ordinarily, if all members 
are present, what is said by one of the group can be heard by 
al1. Otherwise, common experience becomes more difficult and the 
group tends to split and form more than one gang .... 

"Greater growth can be accomplished onlv throuO'h modifica
tions of structure, such as those resulting fr'om con;entionaliza
tion." 

After revjewing effects of group siz~ in experimental worl\:, 
Thomas and Fink (19G3) wore able t'o provide a number of tenta
tive generalizations; as group size increases: productivity (such as 
group problem solving) tends to improve, though speed does not, 
and in fact smaller groups often are fa:;ter; there is less inhibi
tion upon expressions of disagreement and dissatisfaction; the 
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cohcsivencss of the group decreases and there is an increasing' 
tendency to' organizc and provide for a division of labor,. nlo~lg 
with developmcnt of cliques and factions; the extent to '~ll1ch an 
individual wiII yield to pressures to conformity is likcly to lllcrcasc 
up to a point; individual members are less likely to find personal 
satisfuction in group activities. 

Within the framework of our prcscnt conceptual scheme, the 
size of a gang is seen as one outcome of recruitment processes. 
The experimental evidencc cited above suggests that therc may 
well be very important consequcnces for thc gang attendant upon 
the size its members (reflectively or unreflectively) accept. 

Our measure of size was takcn as thc largest number ~f boys. in 
a gang as known to any of the researchers who had dealll1gs wIth 
them. These data are summarized by Short and Strodtbe:k 
(1965). The resulting values for gang size are shown below III 

Table 1. 
Differentiation. The concept of differentiati~n attempts, to 

draw together a number of related concepts whIch appear fre
quently in discussion about gangs a~d in obse~v~tions about t~e 
structures of groups. These concepts ll1clude: sphttll1g of the gano , 

development of cliques, factions, specializations within the gang, 
and so on. 

Thl'~shel' pointed out that a mob, or a crowd that acts, is never 
divided against itself; but that a gang is often split into a number 
of cliques, defined as spontaneous interest groups which form 
within some larger social structure. He added (p: 222): "I1~ a 
certain sense a welI-developed clique is an embryolllc gang. wh:ch 
does not get detached from its social moorings, but remams m
corporated within the larger \vhole." 

Cartwright and Zander (1968a, pp. ,J85 ff.) have revi~wed COll

ceptsassociated with group structure. The~ observ~ ~lrs~ that 
efficiency in group performance often reqUIres .specIahzatJO~ so 
that some sub-group becomes primarily responslble for a gIven 
class of tasks'oDifferential role-assignllfent takes place and allows 
for structural differentiation. They say (p. 4.89): 

"Tilese parts may be given various labels such as f.tatus, l~osi
tion and office. "Whatever the label, however, they are concClved 
as having two properties: (a) each member of the group may be 
located as 'inside' 01' 'outside' each part and (b) cxpected, per
mitted, and prohibited behaviors are associatcd with the occu
pancy of each part." 

In the present case we m'e cl<.'aling with cliques tatller than 
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"offices," but the llotio;n of differentiation into p[irts, with each 
part having a certain set of behaviors charncterh:ing it, is clearly 
centml to tho concept of strllcture and also clearly nppIicablc to 
clique-formation and l'ole-differentiation within gangs. Short and 
Stroc1tbeck (1%5, PI>. 115 ff.) formulated a concept of "attitude
cliques," and were able to show several such cliques in gangs. 
It is apparent from Thrasher's discussion above, and from the 
summary view of structure provided by Cartwright and Zander, 
that a concept of "behavior-cliques" would be most appropriate 
for characterizing structure. Most often, of course, the term 
'~c1ique" has been used in connection with sociometric studies, in 
which a clique is defined primarily as a sub-group of persons who 
express friendship or work-preference choices for each other. But 
in the present context of studying structure, the notions of "in
terest groups" or "behavioral-cliques" appear to be superior to 
sociometric groupings. 

As Newcomb et al. (1965, esp. Ch. 12) have pointed out in 
their discussion of structural differentiation and int€:gration, the 
problem of conceptualization and measurement of these character
istics of groups has not so far been solved by social scientists. 
They stress as primary the concept of differentiation, since a 
concept of structuring must pre-suppose differentiated parts 
which are to be interrelated. And they l'aise two basic questions 
which must be provided with answers through developments of 
method: To what extent are the parts differentiated and in what 
ways are the parts interrelated? 

In our present context, we rimst adopt a particular meaning for 
"parts," namely "behavior patterns." In so doing 've can follow one 
of the suggestions made by Newcomb, et al., by counting as ,a 
measure of differentiation simply the number of major behavior 
patterns that can be found in a given gang. But another aspect 
of differentiation is required; for a pattern llluy be different 
from another pattern in only one of many respects, or in several 
respects; so that there are degrees of similarity or difference, or 
differentiati~:m, between any two patterns of behavior. In our as
sessment of differentiation we shall attempt to take both the 
number of parts and ,the degrees of difference between parts into 
account. 

Our approach to measurement relied heavily upon the principles 
of factor and cluster analysis; however, these statistical proced
ures had to be applied to certain basic indices of similarity be
tween individual boys within n gallg. After considering a variety 
306 
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of indice!'! that could be chosen (such as product-moment correla
tion coefficients, Euclidean distance measures, etc.), we decided 
upon the intra-class correlation coefficient. This, coefficient, as 
pointed out by IInggnrd ct ai. (lDti!», can be used to compare 
profiles in terms of their shape only (by cqunlizing means and 
standard deviations), in terms of both their shape and their scat
ter (by equalizing means only), in terms of shape a1ld level (by 
eqnalizing standard deviations 'only), and finally in terms of 
shape, level and scatter all at once (by allowing both means and 
standard deviations to vary as given by the data). 

We reasoned that the similarity in overall behavior pattern be
tween two gang boys must certainly take into consideration the 
general level of behaviors; at the extremes, we would not expect 
to call two behavior patterns similar if they had the same shape 
but the one involved relatively little delinquent behavior and the 
other involved a great deal. We also felt that the selectivity of 
behaviors, or the specialization, could be important in comparing 
profiles, so that it would be desirable to include a comparison of 
the scatter in estimating overall similarity of profile. Finally, the 
particular shape of the profile would obviously also be important, 
since the very notion of a behavior pattern includes primary ref
erences to a depiction of relative emphases upon this and that 
behavior as against tIle one and the other behavior. Our decision 
accordingly was that the intraclass correlation coefficient should 
be used upon data freely varying in mean and standard deviation. 

[1] 

The actual equation used was: 

n 
~ (XpJ - X'lJ)2 

j=1 
R=1-------

where R is the intraclass correlation coefficient; 
p, <i are two persons; 
there are j values X for each person (j = 1, 2, .•. , n) ; 
u2X1' is the variance of. all 2n values associated with the two 
persons. 
For each gang on which behavior data were available, intra·, 

class correlation coefficients between every pos~ible pair of boys 
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were computQd using a list of 2!?-bC!h .. ."jors: gambling', theft, alco
hol, marihuana, narcotics, publi,· ._,: . .ie, groUl) fightilw individ
ual fig'hting, sigllif~ing, hanging, joy riding', petting, wo~,i( experi
ence, aut~ the~t, b~'Jhery, cm'l'~ring concealerl weapons, forgery, ho
m?sexuahty, p,mplIlg, statutory rHpe, truHlWY, and assault. Assem
bhng these coefficients into a single correlation matrix, the matrix 
for each gang was then analyzed using the BCTRY system of 
cluster. analysis rfryon and Dailey, 19(6) to find out first: how 
many mdependent clusters are there? Second, to what extent are 
they uncorrelated among tJ1ell1selves? Thus the answer to our 
question concerning the number of major behavior patterns in a 
gang is given by the number of clusters needed to account for 
the obtained matrix of intra-class correlations; and the answer to 
our quest.ion ,concerning the extent of dissimilarity among the 
patterns I~ gIven by the smallness of the correlations between 
tho~~ clus~ers after they have been located in their best possible 
pOSItIon gIven the data at hand. It is simply calculated: the sim
ilarity is given by the average correlation between pairs of clusters 
~n a mat~bc; the dissimilarity is the complement of the similarity, 
J.e. one mmus the average similarity. 
. In calculating our final measure of differentiation, we con

SIdered whether there should be a greater weight put on the num
bel" of patterns or 011 the dissimilarity, or whether they should 
be equally weighted. We considered whether they should be com
bi~ed by ~lU:ti~IYir~g number by dissimilarity; or by adding num
be~ a?d dISSImIlarIty. There appeared to be no readily available 
crIterIOn for choosing among those alternatives; so we chose the 
si~plest procedU1'e~ adding number and dissimilarity with equal 
welghts. 

Given the number of clusters, say C, and their average dis-

, similarity, say (1.00 - 1'), weig-hts w were applied stIch that 

[2] 

where tl1e summation was taken over the twelve gangs with avail
able data. 

Prhnm'V pa:ttcrn st'l·ength. We saw above that Thrasher com
mented upon the extent of development of a clique: a clique may 
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be well-developed or not. A~plYillg this' same notion to a behavior 
pattern, it may be well-developed or not. Its clarity as a p:ltt~rll 
within the repertoire of the group as a whole may, be partly lll
dicated by the extent to which that pattern control!; or nccounts 
for the behaviors of the members, and partly by the number of 
members whose behaviors are to some extent or entirely con
trolled by (or modelled after) that pattern. If there is but one 
pattern discernible ill a given gang, then its position of domi
nance is evident; but if there are two or more patterns, ,then the 
primacy of one pattern over another within the group as a whole 
becomes analytically problematic. If each patteI'll can be me~sul'cd 
for its strength, then the strongcst may be named the prnllary 
pattern. The implications of this assignment wiJI ~e. made more 
explicit in connection with a discussion of the remall1mg patterns 
in the next section. 

Our procedure for measuring the strength of development of 
the primary behavior pattern within a gang rests upon some 
straightforward principles of cluster and factor-analysis. In brief, 
the primary pattern was taken as that associated with the first 
and largest cluster of boys. Its strength was given by the mathe
matical size of that cluster, or, to put it another way, by the 
amoullt of the total between-boy similarity in behavior profiles 
tliat could be described in terms of that cluster: technically known 
as the Hcommunality accounted for by the cluster or factor." This 
total of course is influenced very'heavily by the number of boys 
in the gang; so it was necessary to divide the total by the number 
of boys (creating in effect a valne representing the amount of 
communality accounted for per boy). 

Competing 1Jattm'n, st·rength. While in mnny cases it may be 
that there are three or more major patterns of behavior evident 
within a gang, we chose to focus only upon the two having the 
greatest strength. In this sense we may envision the pattern with 
the second largest score for strength within a gang as being also a 
potential (and perhaps actual) competitor for prime adherence 
throughout the membership. In the case of formal groups this kind 
of notion could be applied to the contrast between the pattern 
prescribed in the descriptions of jobs or offices, and the patte1'll 
of individual preferences for adaptation that may ultimately mod
jfy the actual job that is done in any given i·ole. In the case of 
gangs, the competing pattern may encompass a quite different 
form of delinquency; wllereas the conflict pat~ern mi17ht be pri
mary, a retreatist pattern might provide strong competition. If 
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thc gang hus been assigncd a Detached Worker, the competing 
pattern might well be that collection or profile of behaviors which 
the WOl'l{cr is trying to exemplify and prescribe for the whole 
gang. I~ would be interesting to speCUlate thnt certain general 
ruJ?s mIght apply to the intel"l'clation between primary and com
~etll1g p~tterl1s: such that, if (for some reason of major external 
mterventIon, or of forceful change in membership) the primary 
pattern should disintegrate, the competing pattern would al';sume 
precedence. Urderstanding the nature of a competing pattern 
coul~ then provide a useful guide for anticipating the next llew 
profIle of gang (or other group) behavior, should the prevailing 
major profile be disrupted. 

'fhe strength of the competing behavior pattei'n within a O'ang 
was computed in a fashion similar to the primary pattern 
strength. . 

, 1!'il'st, t~e competing pattern itself was simply that pattern 
assoc!ated .w1th the second largest orthogonal cluster found in the 
ma!rIx of ll1traclass correlation coefficients. Its strength is neces
s~rI1Y aff~cted by the size of the first cluster, since the larger the 
fIrst o~e l~, the smaller the amount of communality that remains 
to be d~strlbuted among the second, third and subsequent clusters. 
Accordl~glY a procedure was devised to counteract this influence 
of the fIrst cluster, since leaving the influence in the measure
me?t of the co~peting pattern strength would necessarily produce 
a SIzable negatIve correlation behveen the two strengths, of pri
mary ~~ttern and of competing pattern. Essentially the influence 
wa~ ulvIded out by taking the complement of the Primary Pat
teru Stren.gth score and dividing it into the obtained value for total 
communahty accounted for by the second cluster: 

[3] 

D;~p(rrs;Oll. A concept that has not so far l'eceived attention in 
connectlOll with study of gangs is the territorial dispersion of the 
gangs as a whole. Do they all live in the same block? Or do they 
all have to travel smne distance in order tCl meet together? It might 
be expected that at some time, in some way, they all originally 
ca~? together in Ol1e place, since that prt!sumably aJlowed for the 
orlgm of the gang. Such a place might be a school, or a club. 
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However, the maintenance of a gang membership would certainly 
be easier if all the members lived on the same block than if all 
lived several blocks away from each other. The sheer physical 
effort that would be needed to bring them all togethol' '~hol1ld 
probably be considered a cost, to be outweighed (or not) by the 
rewards of gang membership. Since all the boys we studied as 
gang members were still in good standing at the time of the re
search, we must suppose that the rewards of membership did 
outweigh the costs (of distance and anything else). We might 
therefore expect that a gang 'with a greater degree of geograpl11-
cal dispersion would consist of members whose rewards from mem
bership are proportionately greater. This fact could well be rep
resented in a greater cohesiveness of the gang; it might also mean 
that they ",'auld engage in less horsing around and more of what
ever well-defined activities characterized them, be it auto theft, 
team sports, or fighting a hated rival gang. 

Fl'om the residence information for 70% (and up) of the 
members of a gang who came in for assessment, it was possible 
to calculate the amount of territorial dispe1'sion of the gang as 
estimated from the available data. Dispersion was defined as the 
average distance in miles between the residences of the gang 
members. Distances were taken not as linear, but rather as ac
tually walkable (or ridable); thus a distance was calculated as 
going around a park unless there 'yere a gate and road through 
it; and from one corner of a block to the opposite corner was 
taken as the total of two adjacent sides. 

The distances were calculated using a large map and rulers 
or compass as needed. A matrix of distances between an pairs of 
boys· in a gang was prepared for each gang. Each bo'y's average 
distance to the other members' residences was computed; then the 
average over all these individual averages was calculated to obtain 
the average between-boy distance for the gang as a whole. As 
may be seen in Table 1, there was considerable variation between 
the gangs in this measure of dispersion. 

Dynamic Va1'iables 

'Ve turn now to the dynamic characteristics of cohesiveness, 
uniformity and effectiveness. 

Cohesivcness. We follow explicitly tlie definition of cohesivc-
ness given by Festinger (19GO): • 

"The resultant of all thc forces acting upon the members to 
rcmain in the group. Thcse forces may depend on the attructivc-
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TaMe 1 
MorJ~~log'ical CI~~ct(>l'istics of Gangs 

Primary Compcting 
DiUeren- Pultel'n PnHCi'n Gang Size tiation Strength Strength Dispersion 

01 68 1.469 .489 .243 .39 05 58 .951 .633 .303 1.66 06 8 1.000<' .56511 .32611 .12 09 42 .674 .668 .319 .34 10 44 1.523 .524 .401 1.55 11 19 1.200 .335 .444 1.35 13 43 .674 .691 .515 3.12 14 26 1.000a .565/1 .32611 .50 15 57 .641 .750 .480 1.03 16 16 1.000a .56511 .326a .65 18 16 .200 .799 .005 1.61 20 47 1.685 .495 .479 .34 21 28 1.444 .361 .244 .34 22 40 .652 .453 .232 .75 23 22 .882 .577 .480 .44 25 8 1.00011 .565a .326a 3.84 

crColumn means were insertccl,for gangs fol' whom no beha"iol' data wcre avail
able and hence no structural scores could be derived. 

ness or unattractiveness of either the prestige of the group, mem
bers in the group, or the activities in which the group engages." 

In his discussion of group cohesiveness, Darwin Cartwright 
(1968) has enumerated a number of different. approaches to meas
m'ing this characteristic: a) degree of interpersonal attraction' 
among members; b) eV~lluation of a group as a whole; c) closeness 
or identification with a group; d) expressed desire to remain in 
a group; and e) composite indexes. 

The fiultel'ials avaHnblo to us allowed development of lneas
ures for two of these general kinds of approach to cohesh'eness: 
degree of interpersonal attraction, and closeness or identification 
with a group. 

Our measure of cohesiveness through attraction was taken 
from data obtained by the Semantic Differeiltial (Osgood, at al., 
1957; Gordon at al., 1963). Subjects were invited to rate the image 
of "Someone who is a member of " (with the llame of their 
own g'ang' in the blank), lIsing' the following items (7-point scale) : 

Clean ...................................................................................... Dirty 
Good ............................................................................................ Bud 
Rind ........................................................................................ C)'Hei 
Fair ................................................................................... TJnfair 
Pleasant ................................................. :.................... U;;))leasnnt 

These items are markers for the factor of Evaluation in such 
data. Responst's were scored in the favorable direction on all five 
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paircd items, and the sum of the five responses constituted the 
measure of an individuals' Favorableness of Evaluation of his gang'. 
Pooling the scores for all individuals in a gang gave the menn, 
which was used to represent the rtvernge attraction fcIt toward 
the gang by the members. 

A second measure of cohesiveness is the extent of identifica
tion with, the group that members feel. Using the Semantic Dif
ferentiai data again, scorcs on thc Potency factor were obtained 
in a manner similar to that for Evaluation, but with five other 
adjective-pairs: 

lIard .......................................................................................... Soft 

~::!eg .. :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~;:~ 
Brave ........................... " .. ,............................................. Cowardly 
Rugge'd .............................................................................. Delicate 

Scores were added for Hard, Large, Strong, Brave, Rugged, Here, 
as for Evaluation, the directions of Osgood ot al. (1957) were 
followed. 

Thus estimates were obtained for eai'!h subject's Evaluation 
Factor Score and Potency Factor Score on two images: the image 
of a gang member as above, and the image of "Myself as I usually 
am." FOUl' scores were available for each person: 

Evaluation 
Potency 

Gang 
eg 
pg 

Self 
es 
ps 

Given the two scores for Evaluation and the two scores for 
Poterlcy, it is possible to calculate the net difference or distance 
between the Self image and the Gang image: 

[4] D = 1J {(eg - cs)2 + (pg- ps):l} 

It can be seen that D is a straight.forward Euclidean distance 
measure. ]3y subt.racting each perRon's distance measure, D, fl"Om 
a constant lUlluber, 3.0, it was then possible to get a measure of 
closeness between the Self image and the Gallg image, which we 
felt was a reasonable illterpretntion of "identification." The group 
value was taken as the mean closeness for the members of the 
gaug. 
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Uniformity. Cartwright and Zander (1 968b) have recently 
summarized a number of considerations pertinent to uniformity iu 
groups. Some of the l'casons for simil:lrity mnong members of 
groups arc: H) that collectiolls of persons in the smne environ
ment are inclined to assllme there is only one "correct" descrip
tion of that environment, :tnd those who differ from the rest will 
be in conflict either to agt'ce or to leave; b) since a person's 
very membership in a group determines to some extent l1is ex
posure to aS,pects of the environment, the members are in fact; 
more likely to have sirtdlar environments than if they were not 
members; c) persons are attracted to and recruited by groups who 
are similar to the new potential member; d) there are definite 
group pl'eSSUl'es to uniformity, such as the conscious or unconsci
ous enforcement of standards. Four basic theoretic..'11 positions 
have been advanced to explain why such pressures to uniformity 
are instituted: to help the group accomplish its goals, and to 
maintain its membership, and to help the members develop valid
ity fOl' their opinions, and to clarify their relationship with the 
surroundings. Uniformity may pertain to beliefs, attitudes, values 
or behavior; but whichever it is, and whichever particular func
tion is to be served by the uniformity, the strength of pressures 
to conform \vill be determined ill part by the importance of the 
matter to the group and by the cxtent to which memhers believe 
that the uniformity will in fact serve that purpose. One especially 
relevant generalization is that (Cartwright and Zander, 1968b, p. 
144): 

" ••. cohesiveness gives n gronp power to influellce its mem
bers, and heightens their readinel>s to attempt to influence and 
be influenced by others. V;Te s]lould expect to ·find, then, that the 
greater the cohesiveness of a group is, the stronger its pressures 
to uniformity will be whenever this uniformity serves a group 
fUllction. Therc is considerable evidence in support of this ex
pectation." 

In the particulm' approach to measurement of lllliformity 
adopted here, we sllall focus upon uniformity of attitudes among 
the gangs, and upon such matters as quite probably have a high 
degl'ee of gencral relevance to gang fnnctioning. From the Seman
tic Differential data, fondeen images were uscd, and either the 
Potency Factor Score or the Evaluation FnGtor Score was con
sidered. The measure of uniformity was taken as a constant (the 
number 30) minus the sum of the standard ueviations of the 
group on the following; 
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EVlIllI<ltiOIl J!'actm' liCOl'e [01' "SOlllcolle who .•• 
• •• has n steady joh washillg- alld greasing cars. 
• •• likes to )'c:ul good hooln;. 
• •• gets his kicks hy using <It'ugs. 
• •• stayr. cool (lml k<'ells to himsdf. 
• •• likes to lipend his spare lime hanging on the (~011ICr with his 

friendli. 
• •• works for good grades nt school. 
• •• makes easy money hy pimping and other illegal hustles. 
• •• saves his money." 

Potency Factor score for "Someone who ..• 
• •• sticks hy his friends in a fight. 
• •• knows where to sell what he steals. 
• •• makes out with every girl he wants. 
• •• is a good fighter wit.h a tough reputation. 
• •• has good connections to avoid trouble with the law. 
• •• shares bis money with his friends." 

An of these images ,,'ere originally selected as highly }'elevant 
attitUdinal objects for gang members. The variation in Factor 

. S'core among the members of a gang in regard to one image would 
certainly indicate the extent of non-uniformity among the members 
in attitude toward that image. By summing the standard devia
tions (v.·hich are the best statistical representatives of the amount 
of variation in a group) over all fourteen items, al1dcutting across 
the two different aspects of attitudinal response available in the 
Evaluation and Potency Factor Scores of the Semantic Differential, 
we felt that a substantial estimate of the non-uniformity in a 
gang could be obtained. Subtraction from the constant then gives 
our measure of uniformity. 

Effccth·cn.css. It is not clear that informal groups Ruch as 
gangs have a definite "product" in the sense that they look upon 
themselves as accomplishing some cl<~arly understood objecth'e. 
-However, regardless of the extent to ,vhich they may like each 
other or value the prestige of their gmlg, there may still be an 
overall appraisal of how well the gang accomplishes Whatever it 
does attempt to accomplish, be it a rumble, a robbery, a dance, or 
whatever. In experimental groups, of course, it has been pORsible 
to establish clear-cut objectives of solving problems of various 
kinds (for example, Deutsch, 19~!!). In the present field situation 
hOWeVer nothing like an observer's judgment of productivity could 
be obtained. However, an approximation to the members' own 
thol~ghts concerning the productivity of their group could be de
veJoped. It seemed plausible to identify the Potency Fnctor in the 
Semantic Differeni:ial with a notion of felt effectiveness on the 
part of gang boys with respect to their gang. Walter MilIer (1%8) 
has shown thnt toughness-here thought to be equivalent to Po-
JULY, 1970 
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tency-is of gTeat importance to lower class adolescel1!; !l1ales as 
they appraise themselves and the worlel around. them. Ihls should 
apply especially to their gallg, ,vllich also conshtutes a. fUI1(~amen. 
tal part of their culturally specified experience anel Hlenttty ac-
cording to Miller. . 

, Our measure of effectiveness, then; was SImply t~e aver~ge 
Potency Factor Scoi'e for the members of a given gang, m r~lat~on 
to the image of "Someone who is a member of , WIth 
the blank filled by the name of the boy's gang. 

The measures of dynamic chamcteristics are ShOWI) A 1 Table 2. 

'fable 2 
Dynamic Cha~'nctel'istics of Gangs 

Cohesh"eness Cohesi veness-
Gang Attraction Identification Uniformity Effectiveness 

4.35 1.49 9.9 4.45 01 
1.32 7.9 4.61 05 4.16 

7.5 5.37 06 3.77 1.03 
1.82 11.8 5.04 09 4.56 

10 5.24 1.73 8.4 5.00 
11.6 4.80 11 5.10 1.72 

4.37 1.82 12.1 4.40 13 
1.85 14.3 4.95 14 5.15 

5,73 3.95 1.04 5.3 15 
9.4 5.11 16 4.93 1.51 

18 3.20 1.82 9.0, 5.40 
3.99 1,29 9.2 5.12 20 

4.80 5.21 1.74 7.1 21 
5.24 3.87 1.11 . 6.3 22 
4.40 4.73 2.02 10.2 23 

5.34 2.5 5.09 2.14 11.2 

The validity of the various measures lllay be guaged through 
their ability to meet theoretical expectations 01' expectations bas~d 
upon previous research findings with c?gnate :neas~res an.~. ~hell: 
interrelationships. Table 3 presents the mtercorrelatlOn mat! IX fOl 
the measures. . . 

Size has been repeatedly found to be associated WIth cert::llll 
other characteristics; according to Cill'twrigllt and. Zander (1%8a, 
pp. 498-.191), larger groups tend to be less coheSIve and to, s~ow 
weaker pressures toward uniformity. They have more ~bsenteClSl11 
and turnover, suggesting that members find participatIOn less sat
isfying it: largcr groups. We shoul~l ex.pcc:t .that our m:[~s:l1'~ ~~ 
size Would correlate negatively WIth cohesIOll and ulllio1l11li), 
whi~h is true for the signs of the coefficients in 'Fable 3, although 
only one coefficient approaches significance statistically. N ew-
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Tablc 3 
Correlations among l\fcaslIl'cs of Group Chamct<'l'istics 

Group 
Charac
teristic 1 2 
1. Size 210 

2. Diffcrentiation 
3. Primary Pnttcrn 
4. Competing Pattern 
5. Dispcl'sion 
6. Cohesiveness (A)b 

~:;:;~ Cohesiycncss (1) 
8. Uniformity 
9. Effectivencss 

- -"..: 

3 4 5 
10 19 -14 

-72" 33 -25 
-13 27a 

09 

6 7 8 

-18 -38" -24 
51" -05 01 

-5·1 01 -01 
35 -03 16 
120 44a 24 

560 45" 
710 

9 

-27 
-30" 

20 
~23 
-01 
-36 
-39 
-43 

GDccimals omittcd throughout. Coefficients with thc superscript" pcrtain to 
expectcd associations as desC'ribed in thc text; and therefo),e arc properly to 
be evaluated using a one-tailed distribution of probabilities: for N == 16, 
r ~ .38, p < .10; r ~ .43, P < .Or,; r ~ .58, p < .01. For remaining coefficients, 
II two-tailed distribution is aPP1'opl'iate, aud for givcn valuc of r, thc p-values 
above should bc doublcd. 

bHcrc, and subsequently, Cohesiveness (A) mcans cohcsivcness of the attrac
tion form; Cohesiveness (I) means the idcntifica tion form of cohesiveness. 

comb at al. (1965, pp. 359-364) show that increasing size is general-
1y associated also with increasing differentiation. Our relevant 
~oefficient is a positive .21, which is not statistically significant 
however. 

Focusing upon: differentiation, the only expectation that can 
be found from existing results (apart from the connection with 
size) pertains to satisfaction. Since satisfaction is greater from 
participation in smaller groups, then, since the greater difieren
tiation can be seen as providing for more smaller groups within 
a gang of given total size, then greater differentiation should be 
associated with an increase in satisfaction. Differentiation is also 
expected to result in a greater degree of productivity (through the 
efficiencies of division of labor), and hence might also be expected 
to yield a higher amount of felt effectiveness among members. In 
our data, we find a significant positive relatiollship between dif
ferentiation and attraction-cohesiveness (which might be aligned 

'with satisfaction); but a negative (though nonsignificant) rela-
tionship with effectiveness. 'l'he strong negative correlation 
between differentiation and primary pattern strength is to be taken 
merely as a necessary conllection between these two concepts, since, 
in the ]jinit, if the primary pattern has maximal strength there 
is nothing left for any competing patterns at all. 

No relevant expectations can be made for the Primary Pat
tern Strength and Competing Pattern Strength measures since 
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they arc new as concepts. In relation to Dispendon, however, also 
a new concept in the group property field, it WHS earlier indicated 
that we might reasonably expect a more dispersed group to be 
more attracted to the group .and to be more serious about ib; husi
ness, because their membership is maintained at greater cost (of 
time and travel). In fact we find Primary Pattern Strength posi
tively correlated with Dispersion, though not to a statistically 
significant degree; ~U1d also the expected correlation of Cohesion 
with Dispersion docs emerge in regard to the identification mea
sure, with r = +.4<1, statistically significant. 

Turning to the dynamic characteristics, we should expect that 
two measures of Cohesion should correlate positively, which they 
do, with a significant correlation of .56. As wili be recalled from 
our earlier discussion of Cohesion it is expected that it 'will cor
relate positively , .... ith Uniformity. In Table 3, both measures of 
Cohesion do have significant correlation coefficients with Uni
formity. 

The single expectation for Effectiveness was that it would 
correlate positively with Differentiation; which it did not. We 
therefore reject it as a probably invalid measure. 

RELATIONSHIPS WITH BEHAVIORS 

In the previous paper in this series (Cartwright and Howard, 
1966) a full description was given of the factors of behavior 
that were obtained upon the members of gang~, using the rel1ol'tl:; 
made by streetworkers. The brief titles for the factors are shown 
in Table 4, where the correlations between group means on the 
factor scores and the measures of group characteristics are given. 

Table 4 
Correlations between Group Characteristics ancl Rehaviorsa 

Behavior Factors 
Group Corncr Stnblc Property 
Charactcristics Conflict Boy Sex RetreatiRt Offenses 
Size 48 -11 40 21 -20 
DiU crcn tia tion -·13 10 -41 -29 -65 
Primary Pattcrn 74 10 64 43 54 
Compcting 

Pattcrn -11 50 -14 -27 -09 
Dispcrsion -03 -27 39 -37 47 
Cohesivl'ness (A) -71 20 -50 -48 -G8 
Cohesi\'cll(,SS (I) -54 33 . -38 -20 -23 
Uniformity -·1·1 19 -11 02 -01 

-Decimals omittcd throu~hout. For N = 12 gangs, r ~ .50, 1) < .10; r ~ .58, 
P < .05; r ~ .71, p < .01. 
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'fable 4 show1i a Ilumber of weaker re:mlls amI severu} stl'ong 
ones. 

One wcnker re~.;ult (!Ol1cel'IlS Competing Pattern Strength, which 
is correlated positively with Corner Roy behaviors; Ruggcsting that 
these tend to be the most 1i1wly contents of a competing pattern, 
as found among Ule present gangs. Another weak but illtel'esting 
result is the correlation of .47 between Dispersion and Property 
Offenses; which suggests that the incentives present in sufficient 
strength to overcome the aversive forces of distance are precisely 
those pertaining to the commission of serious delillqllencies. 

Among the strong relationships the first is the finding that 
Property Offenses are committed more by gangs having a less 
differentiated set of behavior patterns. Second, the stronger a 
gang's Primary Pattern Strength, the more likely it is to engage in 
Conflict Behaviors ~llld in the behaviors associated wit.h Stable 
Sex Maturity. Tl1ird, the greater the Cohesion of a gang (as meH
sured by attraction) the less likely it is to engage in Conflict 
Behavior 01' in Property Offenses and Other Serious Delinquencies. 
Since this last result challenges the expectations of several theo
rists we shall focus UPOll its consideration in the discussion to 
foUow. 

DISCUSSION 

The negative correlation between Cohesion' (A) and Conflict 
and Property Offense behaviors stands in direct contrast to the 
claim of mein (1967, p. 2) to the effect that the morG cohesive 
gang tends to be the more delinquent. It also contrndicts the :lS

sertion by 'rhrasher (1963, pp. 43-44) that conflict is essential 
to the formation of a gang: 

"To become a true gang the group as a whole must move 
through space (linear action) and eventually ... must meet some 
hostile element which precipitates conflict. l\Iovement through 
SPace in a concerted and cooperative way may include play, the 
commission of crim€--such as robbing or l'Um-1'llllning-alld mi
gratiolJ fl'om one place to allother ... 

"Conflict . . . comes in clashes with other gangs or with 
common enemies such as the police, park officials, and so on ..• 
It is as -the result of collective action ftnd particulm:ly of conflict 
that the gang, eSlJerially in its solidified form, develops morale." 

The ideas of "true gang," "concerted and cooperative," "col-
lectI've a t· "" I'd'f' d" d" I ' c C 1011, so 1 1 'lC, an mora e ' all seem to b.e consistent 
JULY, 1970 
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with the notion of cohcsion, defilled em'lier (aftcr Festing-et·) as 
the resultant of all the forceR actillg upon the mel1l~ers to remain 
in the group. v" c should expect that the more a gang engageR 
in conflict, the more it would be a true gang, with concerted 
colIective effort, solidified in form and with high morale: in short, 
more colwsive. But our results say that the opposite is true. 

Howevcr, the fact that Primary Pattern Strength also cor
relates so strongly and positively with Conflict suggests the 
possibility that it is this kind of collective solidity-behavioral 
rather than attitudinal or cathectic-that is associated with (and 
possibly produced by) conflict. Indeed, the ideas mentioned above, 
of Utrue gang," "concerted and cooperative," and so on, are also 
consistent with a purely behavioral interpretation; through con
fJict thc members become solidified in their behavfo1' 1JClttcrn. 

'fhere are frequent parallels in the affairs of men: political 
coaJitions, Russia and the West united in war ag'ninst Nazi Germa
ny, these are notable examples in macrostructures. In smaller 
matters no less, persons are often drawn together in unison for 
a common cause: the signing of a petition for or against a local 
program, the construction and legal processing of protective cov
enants by a group of property-owners threatened by substandard 
housillg in the area, and so on. In these collective actions there 
may be greater 01' lesser complexity of the common behaviors re
quired; but in the majority of instances it is clear that a common 
purpose and the gi\'en set of common behaviors exhaust the list of 
prerequisites for membership and efficient collective action. Thore 
is no need for everybody to feel more generally altrilcted to the 
group, to feelloyulty, or any other special sentiment. .. . 

Such a purely instrumental relationship between the JJ1cl1vld
ua] and the group is definiteV not what Thrasher envi::;aged in 
his description of group unity among gangs, ho\\'e\"o1'. He 
wrote (1963, p.195): 

uThis unity of the gang rests upon a certain consensus or 
community of habits, sentiments, and attitudes, which enable the 
gang members to feel as one, to s.tlbordinate themselves and their 
personal wishes to the gang purposes, and to accept the common 
objectives, beliefs, and symbols of the gang as their own. The 
esprit de corps of the gang, which js characteristic even of the 
diffuse type, is evidcnt in many of its collective enterpriRes~in 
the enthusiasm of talk-fests, in its play together, its dances, Its 
drinking bouts." 

'fhese remarks reinforce the vicw that Thr~sher considered 
the gang to have a unity l'epl'eRented far more closely by our 
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measures of cohesion and uniformity. 1'he behaviors t?at he mell~ 
'tiollS in reference to collective enterprises arc more like those of 
the Corner Boy factor ihan of Conflict. And indeed, in 'fabl~ '.1 we 
see that the measures of cohesiveness amI uniformity are pOSItively 
correlated (though not significant) with the Cornel' Boy fador 

scores. . t 
It seems l'easonable that in fact rrhrasher was mergmg . 'wo 

kinds of solidarity in his picture of the typical gang, a ?eha~lOral 
and an attitudinal solidarity. By holding this distinctIon fIrl~IY 
in mind, we may approach a more refined illSight into the dIf-
ferences between gangs. . 

But, if it is proper to make the distinction between behavlO~'al 
and attitudinal solidarity, calling the first unity in collectIve 
action and the second cohesion, then we are still left with the 
PUZZ1i;lg fact that these two variables are negati:ely. correl~ted 
over the present gangs (see Table 3) and also functIon. m preClsely 
opposite ways in relationship to Conflict. For there ~s 110 rem;on 
inherently why these two yariables should be negatively related 
in general. Rather one might plausibly expect there to be .no 
relationship at all. That is, groups displaying unity of collectIve 
action might have high cohesion or low cohesion equally wel~; and 
groups with high cohesion might or might not displ?y umty of 

collective action. . 
One possible explanation may lie in ~he fact that Co~eslOn 

(A), Cohesion (1) and l"nifol'mity may together ~'~flect a lllghcr-
. order variable of Coopel'atiYeness versus CompetItIveness. In the 
experiment by Deutsch (H)~Hl) on this subject a l:ewar~l W~R pro
vided for the group as a whole in the cooperatIve sltl1atl~n; a 
reward was promised only for the indivic1ual who did b:st ll~ the 
competitive situation. A variety of interpersonal behaViors were 
then observed over the experimental period: "we-fe~ling" was 
l'ated higher for the cooperative group, they worked together ,more, 
they coorclil1ated their efforts more, they were more attentIve to 
each other and accepted each other's ideas more, an~ .they ,were 
more friendly to each other; by contrast, the competItIve gr 0:11~S 
were rated as more frequenlly playing the role of .evaluator-cr.ltIc 
(in the human-relations problem), more often havlllg commUlllca
tion difficulties (this was also reported by the group mel~bers 
themseh-es), more often being an aggressor, more often bemg a 
blocker, and more often defending one!';elf. . 

The subjects in this experiment were also uRked t.O. {Ill out a 
questionnaire at the end of the period. The. cOI.npetItIve grou~ 
indicated that they felt a lesser <.legree of obllgallon to the oihel: 
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group members and that they had less desire to win theil' respect. 
When asl<cd how long it had taken ihem to learn the last names 
of their fellow group members, the competitive situation subjects 
said it had taken longer; moreover they more often miRspelled the 
names of the othol' members of their group. 

These mmlY results appellr to offer a consistent picture of a 
competitive group in which the members are more or less hostile 
to each other, even though they are all going through the same 
pattern of problem-solving behavior. If we nre l'ight in judging 
the trio of Cohesion (A), Cohesion (I) and Uniformity to char
acterize the degree of cooperativeness of groups, then it would 
follow that in the more competitive (less cohesive) groups there 
would be more hostility among the members, evidenced in nggres
si01l, bloc:tdllg the other, defending oneself, ignoring the other's 
identity, payhlg less attention, being less friendly, and so on. 

It has been noted before that members of these gangs, taken 
coJIectively, show lesser appreciation for their fellows than do 
members of boys' clubs for other club-memhers (Gordon, et ai., 
1963). Moreover Short and Strodtbeck (1965, pp. 217 ff.) have 
described a lack of social assurance and a presence of dependency 
needs among gang boys, which, along ,vith intellectual and expe
rience deficiencies, they summarize as "social disability". Outstand
ing fo), our present purpose is their observation from interview 
data that there is a low degree of felt mutual obligation among 
gang members, and hence a low degree of group cohesion . 

Our present results are not relevant to an argument eoncern
ing the level of cohesion among gangs ill general; they are 
relevant to differences between gangs in degree of cohesion; or 
in degree of cooperativeness versus competitiveness. It is suggested 
by our data that gangs which engage in more Conflict Behavior 
and in more Property Offenses are gangs characterized by more 
competitive inter})ersonal relations among the members. 'When 
turned outward toward an enemy of the gang, these same com
petitive tendencies emerge as unity in the collective behaviors of 
fighting another ga.ng, and in raiding r-'operty. 
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